
Sound is an energy that is generated by a source, transmitted through a medium, and received by

a receiver. For example, a piano string vibrates when the key is struck, generating sound. The

Understanding
vibration alternately compresses and expands the surrounding air, transmitting the sound in waves

of pressure changes. When the waves reach your ear, you receive the sound. If you take away any

of the above conditions, there is no sound. There’s no sound in space, for example, since no medi-

um exists to transmit sound waves. (The explosions in space movies are unrealistic.)

In architectural acoustics, we are concerned with controlling the amplitude and/or the duration

of sound. (Amplitude is the magnitude of the vibration, which determines how loud the sound

the Acoustics of
is. Duration is the time the sound lasts, measured in seconds.) In walls and partitions, this is done

by controlling sound transmission loss and sound absorption.

When sound waves strike a partition, some are reflected from the surface, staying in the same

room as the source of the sound. Some are absorbed by the material of the partition, being con-

verted to heat energy. And some are transmitted to the other side.

Sound Transmission Loss is the effectiveness of a barrier at preventing sound from getting from one

Operable Walls
side to the other. It is measured in decibels, the same as amplitude. To determine STL, measure the

sound level on the side of the barrier closer to the sound source (the source room), the level on the

opposite side (the receive room), and the reverberation or absorption of the receive room.

Sound Absorption is the effectiveness of a surface or material at preventing the reflection of

sound. It does this by converting sound energy to heat. The more sound absorption, the less

echoing will exist. The absorption of a material is measured in Sabines.

It is important to note the difference between a barrier and an absorber. Typical barriers made

of hard, dense material may actually increase the echoes in the room, while absorbent batts of

In specifying

operable

partitions

or planning

multiuse

space for your

facility, no

factor is more

important

than sound

control.
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STC
Normal speech easily

understood

Normal speech audible

but unintelligible

Loud speech understood

Loud speech audible,

but unintelligible

Loud speech barely audible

Shouting barely audible

Shouting not audible
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insulation allow sound to pass through

as if they weren’t there.

Generally speaking, you can’t use a bar-

rier to absorb sound, and you can’t use

an absorber to block sound.

Lab Testing and STC

Currently, the most widely accepted

standard for ranking the acoustical per-

formance of accordion and operable

partitions is the Sound Transmission

Class. Virtually every manufacturer

conducts laboratory tests.

Sound Transmission Class is a two-digit

number describing the laboratory per-

formance of a single building element

in stopping the transmission of sound

through it. It is found from individual

STL figures of 16 frequencies between

125 and 4,000 Hertz. The STLs are

found through the formula described

earlier, completely defined by ASTM

Standard E90. The procedure for find-

ing the STC is defined in ASTM E413.

How Good Is an
STC Rating?

Use the following chart to get a rough

idea what various STC levels mean in

terms of privacy afforded. Note that

this is only a very rough guide.

Privacy Afforded
2 5

3 0

3 5

4 0

4 5

50

5 5

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce/National Bureau of
Standards, Handbook 119, July, 1976: Quieting: A
Practical Guide to Noise Control; Page 61.



Listed below are some typical building

items and materials; it will give you an

idea how the typical operable or accor-

dion partition compares.

STC Construction
1 8 Hollow-metal door without seals

2 2 Solid wood door without seals

2 6 1/4" plate glass

3 2 1/2" plate glass

3 8 1/2" drywall on wood studs,

both sides

4 1 4" painted concrete block wall

4 2 5/8" drywall on steel studs,

both sides

4 6 8" hollow concrete block

4 8 12" painted concrete block wall

5 0 Double 5/8" drywall on steel

studs, insulated

5 3 12" poured solid concrete wall

Field Testing and NIC

Perhaps the most practical way to state

the acoustical performance of movable

partitions already installed is Noise Iso-

lation Class. This is a number describ-

ing the performance of all building ele-

ments in isolating one room from

another. It is found from the Noise

Reduction figures of the same 16 fre-

quencies used in the laboratory STL.

The same steps are used in the mea-

surement and calculation, except the

test is done in the field, and no effort is

made to measure or use the absorption

in the calculation.

The specific test procedure is defined

by ASTM E336 while the NIC value is

found exactly the same way as STC,

using ASTM E413, except the Noise

Reduction figures are plotted, rather

than STL. Note: In this type of testing

the emphasis is on the overall isolation

of one room from another, so no

attempt is made to measure flanking
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paths or the effect of room absorption

on the results. In effect, it tells what the

users of the room will experience.

Caution: It is very difficult to transfer

the NIC obtained at an existing instal-

lation to a new facility. Very seldom are

two buildings identically designed, and

almost never do the same workmen

build them. There are often major dif-

ferences in ductwork, return air

plenums, floor levelness, wall plumb-

ness, etc. The only sure way to guaran-

tee the results of a new installation is to

require a field test for NIC upon com-

pletion. Also, one can expect NIC val-

ues to be 5 to 10 dB lower than the cor-

responding laboratory STC values for

the same product.

STC is sort of like the EPA gas-mileage

ratings for cars: You can use it for com-

parison but your actual acoustics will

probably be worse. That is because real-

life buildings are not as well built as lab-

oratories. The floors are not as level, the

permanent walls are not as plumb, the

joints are not as well sealed, the struc-

ture is not as heavy, etc. In a laboratory,

test specimens tend to fit perfectly

because the lab is built just for that pur-

pose.

Generally, it is not a good idea to

design a building to be as good acousti-

cally as a laboratory. Purely and simply,

it costs too much. And money must be

available for decor, effective HVAC,

and fire safety.

Flanking Paths

Sound, like water, follows the path of

least resistance. If there are leaks in the

surrounding construction, even the

best movable partition will not provide

a good sound barrier. Shoddy construc-

tion, customary construction practices,

or poor installation of the partition can

all contribute to the leaks, known as

“flanking paths.”

work between rooms, common lobbies

and corridors, and open plenums above

suspended ceilings are all perfect escape

routes for sound. The ceiling tiles

themselves, whose porous properties
Flanking paths can be present even help prevent reverberation, allow sound
when the surrounding construction is to pass through easily
of good quality Direct HVAC duct- continued on page 82
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Acoustics, continued from page 81 In dealing with sound transmission,

there is no substitute for quality con-

Uneven floors and out-of-plumb walls struction materials: simple mass is what

also contribute to leaks as do recessed stops sound waves. Naturally stud-and-

lighting, access panels, projection and drywall construction is going to have a

lighting booths, and other design higher STC than quarter-inch hard-

details. board paneling. Extra attention to

quality techniques will pay off in sound

control and ensure a good fit for the

partitions.

Above all, the best defense against

flanking paths is careful planning in the

early stages of the project. ASTM Rec-

ommended Practice E557 is an excel-

lent guide to installation conditions. It

includes such issues as flat, level floors:

level track suspended from a nonsag-

ging structure; sealed, insulated

plenum barrier; plumb end walls or

adjustable jambs; and indirect HVAC

ducts.

Hint: Using a screed directly under the

track line when pouring a ballroom

floor keeps the floor even and level for

the seals.

Building a barrier in the plenum above

the partition track with a construction

as good as the partition itself, will pre-

vent sound from leaking over the top.

The permanent walls with which the

movable partitions intersect must be

vertical and braced so that the horizon-

tal pressure does not force the partition

to become uneven. (ASTM Recom-

mended Practice E497 is helpful for de-

signing and building stud-and-drywall

walls for acoustical performance.)

Although wall insulation (glass or min-

eral wool) is not an effective barrier,

adding it in the cavity of a wall greatly

improves its performance. It also is use-

ful above the suspended ceiling to

reduce reverberation.

Both the supply and return air ducts

should branch from main lines outside

the rooms containing movable parti-

tions, rather than running directly from

one side to the other. If this is impossi-
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ble, at least using lined ducts with sev-

eral zig-zags will help some.

Getting the Sound
Control You Need

Now that you’ve been exposed to the

basics of sound control and testing, it

should be apparent that acoustics is a

science. It’s not guesswork. It is recom-

mended that the architect involve an

independent acoustical consultant at

the early stages of any job, of only to

provide a few suggestions. The same

applies to selecting acoustical movable

partitions.

Here’s a basic checklist that should help

you get an installation suitable to the

occupants and building management.

n Determine the use of the room or

rooms to be divided.

n Determine the use of the surround-

ing areas and the ambient noise of each.

n Hire an independent acoustician

when sound control is critical or the

existing construction is in question.

n Take the necessary steps in design

and construction to avoid flanking

paths.

n If flanking paths are unavoidable,

specify a realistic STC for the parti-

tions, keeping it in balance with the

surrounding construction.

n Specify the STC needed, realizing

that your actual installed NIC will be 5

to 10 dB lower.

n Select the appropriate type of parti-

tion, keeping in mind the application,

construction quality, ease of operation,

seals, and guarantee.

n Ask for references and published

tests to ensure that the partition suppli-

er has achieved the needed level of

sound control in past installations.

n Make sure the partitions are in-



stalled by qualified, professional instal-

lers.

n In large, important installations,

demand an ASTM E336 field test to

make sure the desired NIC is achieved.

n Have operating personnel fully

trained to move, store and adjust parti-

tions properly

n Utilize top and bottom mechanical

seals to ensure ease of partition move-

ment and a positive acoustical seal.

Achieving freedom from distraction re-

quires teamwork among the acoustical

consultant, the architect, the general

contractor, the partition installer and

all other trades. When approached as a

team effort, the results can be spectac-

ular.

About the Author
This information is provided by Hufcor

Laboratories, Janesville, Wis. Hufcor

Laboratories, a nationally accredited

NVLAP laboratory, is a division of Huf-

cor, Inc., a manufacturer and installer of

acoustically effective operable partitions.

Standards Mentioned in This Article
Available from ASTM, 1916 Race St.,

Philadelphia, PA 19103.

n E90 Standard Method for Laborato-

ry Measurement of Airborne Sound

Transmission Loss of Building Parti-

tions.

n E336 Standard Test Method for

Measurement of Airborne Sound Insu-

lation in Buildings.

n E413 Standard Classification for

Determination of Sound Transmission

Class.

n E497 Standard Practice for

Installing Sound-Isolating Gypsum

Board Partitions.

n E557 Standard Practice for Archi-

tectural Application and Installation of

Operable Partitions.
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